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A B S T R A C T   

A chloride mini-migration method is proposed to estimate effective diffusion coefficients at the scale of the 
cement paste and to investigate mechanisms with complementary microstructure analyses on the same material. 
Blended-cement pastes with a wide range of properties were investigated in this study: systems at w/b = 0.3–0.5 
including Portland cement, white Portland cement, slag-Portland cement, fly ash, glass powder, and/or lime-
stone and calcined clay. Comparisons showed the relative and combined importance of three main parameters 
on the effective diffusion coefficient: the porosity, the pore connectivity parameter and the conductivity of the 
pore solution (low values of the latter two are generally key aspects of the high resistance of blended-cement 
systems against chloride ingress). Notably, a general correlation for all the investigated systems was established 
between the effective diffusion coefficient and the bulk conductivity (whereas no simple correlation was ob-
served between the effective diffusion coefficient and the formation factor or the pore connectivity parameter).   

1. Introduction 

In the past decades, service life requirements for reinforced concrete 
structures exposed to chlorides have risen significatively, reaching for 
example 125 years for non-replaceable elements of the new Champlain 
Bridge in Canada [1]. Developing and testing novel durable cementi-
tious binders is thus a challenge for cement and concrete experts. 
However, the resistance to chloride penetration is generally qualified/ 
quantified with simplified indicators. A better identification of key 
microstructure parameters and a better understanding of the mechan-
isms become critical for modelling and predicting chloride ingress in 
emerging materials, as we cannot wait for long-term field data. This 
paper describes a new method in which effective chloride diffusion 
coefficients are estimated for cement pastes with the mini-migration 
setup, along with complementary microstructure analyses on the same 
pastes. To put the new method in context, different chloride ingress 
testing methods are first described below. The aim is to relate each type 
of test to the parameters captured by the analysis rather than to provide 
a comprehensive review, which already exists in literature (e.g., [2–4]). 

1.1. Non-steady-state chloride diffusion/migration in concrete 

A common approach to test the resistance of concrete to chloride 
ingress is the bulk diffusion test, as shown schematically in Fig. 1a and 

described in NT Build 443 [5] or ASTM C1556 [6]. This approach mi-
mics real exposure in fully-immersed conditions and forces unidirec-
tional penetration of chlorides, using a specimen coated with epoxy on 
all its surfaces except one. Chlorides penetrate into the sample by dif-
fusion while chlorides are partly bound by the cement paste (either 
chemically into Friedel's salt solid solutions or physically onto calcium- 
silicate-hydrate surfaces). In these tests the process is non-steady-state: 
the progressive ingress of chlorides leads to variations of chloride 
concentrations and chloride binding as a function of depth and time 
(see a typical chloride profile in Fig. 1a). In contrast, a steady-state 
chloride ingress occurs after chlorides have reached the full depth of the 
sample, when the chloride binding capacity has been exhausted and the 
concentration profile in the sample remains constant over time. 

In bulk diffusion tests, chloride profiles are measured after pre-de-
termined exposure times (months to years) and they are generally in-
terpreted in terms of apparent chloride diffusion coefficients, Dapp. 
These coefficients are obtained by least-square fitting of chloride pro-
files with a simple solution of Fick's second law of diffusion (keeping all 
parameters constant and assuming the concrete specimen to be semi- 
infinite). These Dapp combine in a single value the effects of chloride 
diffusion and chloride binding, while significantly simplifying the 
chloride ingress problem (e.g., Dapp is not an intrinsic property and it 
reduces with exposure time). Nevertheless, different empirical ap-
proaches have been developed to use Dapp as the main input for service 
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life predictive models based on Fick's laws. For example, the changes of 
Dapp over time may be extrapolated with a multiplication factor called 
the aging factor, e.g., [7–12]. However, by combining different para-
meters of chloride ingress into single Dapp values, this approach limits 
the understanding of mechanisms responsible for transport properties. 
Moreover, previous studies have shown the complexity of linking Dapp 

to microstructure properties, such as the porosity, the chloride binding 
or the pore solution composition [10,13]. 

Notably, Hemstad et al. [14,15] showed the major influence of the 
pH on the chloride binding capacity and, by extension, on the chloride 
penetration profiles in solids (used for the calculation of Dapp). The 
capacity of the paste to bind chlorides is a complex function of phase 
assemblage and chloride concentration as a function of depth, pH and 
leaching. Separating chloride diffusion and binding from a bulk diffu-
sion test remains a challenge even when individual characterisation 
experiments are available [16]. This separation may not be critical for 
Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) systems, but it is of great importance 
for understanding and predicting the effect new cementitious materials 
on chloride ingress. 

Another limitation of the bulk diffusion test is the resource and time 
requirements, e.g., obtaining aging factors require years of exposure 
[11]. As schematized in Fig. 1b, accelerated tests were developed to 
rapidly assess chloride migration in a day or less (by forcing chlorides 
into the sample with electrical potential between two reservoirs). The 
most commonly used test methods are the rapid chloride permeability 
test (RCPT, ASTM C1202 [17]) and the rapid chloride migration test 
(RMT, NT Build 492 [18]). In the RCPT, the charge passed through the 
sample, Q, is measured at a fixed voltage for 6 h, and it is used as an 
indicator of the resistance to chloride penetration. In the RMT, a non- 
steady-state migration diffusion coefficient, Dnssm, is determined after 
about 24 h of test by measuring the penetration depth of the chloride 
front (a typical chloride front is shown in Fig. 1b). For engineering 
purposes, these tests are used to qualify concrete mixes for different 
exposure classes, e.g., ranges of charge passed Q in the Canadian 
standard [19] or Dnssm values in the Swiss standard [20]. 

From a scientific perspective, the characterisation of chloride in-
gress with apparent diffusion/migration test at the scale of concrete 
incorporates the effects of several parameters as schematized in Fig. 2. 
To better understand the underlying mechanisms and to enable long- 
term predictive performance modelling, it is important to decouple the 
different parameters. They can be grouped into four categories: con-
crete-scale effects, chloride binding, porosity, and pore solution. 

1.2. From resistivity/conductivity of concrete to pore connectivity/tortuosity 

The simplest way to remove the non-steady-state effects (i.e., 
chloride fronts and chloride binding) is to use an experimental ap-
proach without chlorides. Measurements of electrical resistivity/con-
ductivity have thus gained interest in the last decade, either in terms of 

surface measurements [21] or bulk measurements [22] as schematized 
in Fig. 1c. The electrical resistivity is the capacity of a system to prevent 
the flow of electrical current, and the conductivity is its inverse. These 
very rapid methods were found to correlate well with RCPT results in 
several studies [3,23–26]. This correlation between the two tests is very 
useful, as it supports the replacement of the “relatively complex” (and 
criticized) RCPT by a resistivity test done in a few seconds (after about a 
week of specimen conditioning). Resistivity values equivalent to 
chloride penetration resistance classifications from RCPT have also 
been proposed [23]. From a mechanistic perspective, the correlation 
between these two tests (with and without chlorides) suggests that 
RCPT results are not significantly affected by chloride binding and by 
the non-steady-state nature of the test. 

Electrically accelerated tests measuring chloride penetration not 
only depend on microstructure features (i.e., the “paths” for chloride 
diffusion), but also on the ionic strength of the solution, which governs 
its conductivity. The conductivity of the pore solution was found to 
vary by factors up to 2–3 between systems incorporating different ce-
ments and supplementary cementitious materials [27,28]. Reductions 
of conductivity of up to an order of magnitude were also observed with 
novel low-clinker materials, such as limestone calcined clay cement 
(LC3) systems [29]. 

To decouple the first order effects of the pore solution, the resistivity 
of bulk concrete (ρb) is divided by the resistivity of its pore solution (ρ0) 
to obtain the formation factor F. This factor may also be expressed in 
terms of conductivities (σ0/σb) and it was also defined as the reciprocal 
of the product of the porosity (ϕ) and a pore connectivity parameter (β), 
following the approach originally postulated by Archie for oilfield rocks 
[30–32]: 

=F 1b o

b0 (1)  

Interestingly, the formation factor F was found to be related to the 
charge passed Q in the RCPT [33]. RCPT classifications were also 
translated into equivalent F values [32]. The formation factor approach 
has the advantage that it can be included in service life models using 
the Nernst-Einstein relationship [32], possibly combined with chloride 
binding [34]. However, this brings an important question about the 
pore solution and chloride ingress: should the effects of the pore solu-
tion be normalized out of bulk conductivity measurements (formation 
factor approach) or not (bulk conductivity approach), if both can be 
correlated to RCPT? 

In addition, proposals have been made to relate the formation factor 
to descriptors of the porous network, either with a pore connectivity 
parameter β or with a tortuosity parameter τ. Depending on the ap-
proach, this latter term has been defined in terms of electrical/diffu-
sion/geometrical tortuosity with variable definitions, such as F = τ/ϕ 
(i.e., the inverse of β) [35–37] or [38–40] where higher values mean 
more complex (i.e. less linear) porous networks. Tortuosity has also 

Fig. 1. Schematic representations of (a) a bulk diffusion test, (b) an electrically accelerated migration test, and (c) a bulk resistivity/conductivity test.  
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been defined inversely or without considering the porosity (see, for 
example [41,42]), and the same quantity is also sometime defined as 
“macroscopic/microscopic geometrical parameters” [43] to avoid the 
over-interpretation usually attributed to the tortuosity. 

Similarly as for ρb and F, relationships between tortuosity τ and 
accelerated chloride tests have been found (e.g., with the rapid chloride 
migration test in [40]). Once again, this type of relationships (observed 
between non-steady-state tests involving chloride binding and mea-
surements based on electrical conductivity without chlorides) questions 
the role of chloride binding in accelerated tests. Moreover, it becomes 
difficult to determine which parameter (ρb, F, τ or β) should be corre-
lated to which chloride ingress coefficient/indicator. Should the pore 
solution conductivity and the porosity be decoupled from the bulk 
conductivity measurements? One aim of this study is to explore these 
questions and relationships. 

In addition, pore connectivity and tortuosity parameters can be seen 
as descriptors of the porous network, but they should be interpreted 
carefully [31] as the contribution of each phenomena/mechanism 
hiding in these parameters is still unclear (e.g., effects of the geometry 
of the pore network, interactions between ions and surfaces, errors from 
conductivity or porosity measurements, etc.). Moreover, the concept of 
electrical/diffusion tortuosity is sometimes associated to geometrical 
tortuosity, suggesting that the porous path is τ times longer than a 
straight path. However, this association should be avoided as the very 
high values obtained for cement pastes and concrete (e.g., τ  >  100 
[35]) have not yet been explained by geometrical properties of the 
porous network [44]). For that reason, the pore connectivity and tor-
tuosity parameters in cement paste should be interpreted as the un-
explained component of the bulk conductivity once the linear effects of 
the pore solution conductivity and the porosity have been removed. 

1.3. Steady-state chloride diffusion/migration in concrete 

Another approach to study chloride diffusion while avoiding the 
effects of binding is to investigate the effective diffusion under a steady- 
state regime (after the chloride binding capacity has been exhausted) by 
the direct or indirect measurement of the chloride ion flow through the 
sample. As natural diffusion is a very slow process compared to the 
characteristic size of concrete (requiring years of testing), electrically 
accelerated migration tests are a much faster alternative. The standar-
dized method NT Build 355 [45] describes a steady-state migration 

method. The samples are placed between an upstream reservoir with 
chlorides and a downstream reservoir without chlorides. An external 
voltage is applied between the two reservoirs to force the chloride 
movement from upstream to downstream. The setup is very similar to 
that of non-steady-state tests of Fig. 1b, but the effective diffusion 
coefficient is estimated from the chloride flow through the sample (after 
chloride breakthrough in the downstream reservoir). The flow is mea-
sured by sampling the downstream reservoir at periodic interval and 
titrating with silver nitrate titration. The diffusion is then calculated 
from migration results using a simplification of the Nernst-Planck 
equation, as suggested by Andrade [46]. 

The approach was further investigated and validated [43,47–51]. 
Marchand and co-workers patented a modified migration test setup 
[52] solving specific problems of previous setups. In this test, the 
chloride flow is not directly measured, but the evolution of the mi-
gration current is monitored over a period of 14 days. Effective diffu-
sion coefficients are then back-calculated from current curves using 
their reactive transport model STADIUM® [49,52] along with char-
acteristics of the concrete microstructure (the porosity, the estimated 
phase assemblage and the capacity to bind chloride). These coefficients 
can then be validated with non-accelerated bulk diffusion tests using 
the same model. They can then be used for engineering purposes to 
predict the service life of reinforced concrete elements. However, the 
development of novel alternative binding systems (e.g., limestone-cal-
cined-clay cements, LC3) generates new challenges in terms of under-
standing and modelling [16], due to a higher degree of complexity 
linked to the phase assemblage and interactions with chlorides [53]. 
This brings the needs for a better understanding and decoupling of 
chloride ingress mechanisms, which is an underlying motivation for the 
approach proposed in this paper. 

1.4. Combining approaches: mini-migration in saturated cement pastes 

The proposed mini-migration approach focusses on the measure-
ment of “steady-state” processes in saturated cement pastes to remove 
the complexity associated with macro-scale effects and chloride binding 
(see Fig. 2). The prefix “mini” refers to the cement-paste scale of the set- 
up and samples, instead of the mortar or concrete scales commonly 
investigated with diffusion/migration methods. The approach uses the 
mini-migration setup as a central method along with complementary 
experimental techniques to investigate the same cement pastes before, 

Fig. 2. Key parameters of chloride penetration with a schematic representation of the parameters included in different types of experimental tests.  
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during and after mini-migration. The combination of techniques not 
only provides a migration current curve and an effective diffusion 
coefficient from the flow of chloride, but it also enables a comprehen-
sive characterisation of the samples in terms of: the microstructure 
(e.g., with mercury intrusion porosimetry), the phase assemblage and 
chemically bound chlorides (with X-ray diffraction), elemental and 
phase profiles (with scanning electron microscopy and energy-dis-
persive X-ray mappings image analysis, edxia [54]), and the composi-
tion and conductivity of the pore solution. 

More specifically, this study explores relationships between the ef-
fective diffusion coefficient, the porosity, the pore solution con-
ductivity, the bulk conductivity, the formation factor and the pore 
connectivity parameter. As described above, chloride ingress has pre-
viously been correlated with these different parameters although all the 
reported correlations cannot be simultaneously universal. To unravel 
links between these parameters, this study investigates a range of 
blended-cement pastes and water-to-binder ratios sufficiently wide to 
avoid system-specific correlations based on an incomplete dataset. 
Moreover, the effect of each binder type on the different parameters is 
examined. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials 

This study compares six different types of binder including three 
commercial cements: a CEM I 42.5N Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC), 
a White Portland Cement (WPC), a slag-Portland blended cement with 
60% slag (CEM III/A). Two other systems are binary blends of the same 
CEM I with variable proportions of supplementary cementitious mate-
rials (SCMs): a mixture of 20% class F fly ash and 80% CEM I (20%FA), 
a mixture of 20% glass powder and 80% CEM I (20%GP). The last 
system is a limestone calcined clay cement with 50% of Portland clinker 
(LC3-50), which was produced by mixing 53% of CEM I, 30% of cal-
cined clay (fired and ground in India, with a calcined kaolinite content 
of ~45%), 15% fine commercial limestone powder and 2% chemical- 
grade gypsum. Table 1 shows the chemical composition of the materials 
as measured by X-ray fluorescence. 

2.2. Sample preparation and curing 

Cement pastes were prepared by mixing the different binders with 
distilled water at water-to-binder ratios of 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. The mixing 
method was defined with the aim to ensure the homogeneity and the 
representativeness of the relatively thin samples (~1 cm) and to avoid 
misinterpretations due to defects or air bubbles. 

For the laboratory-blended binders, the powders were pre-homo-
genised with a Turbula blender for 10 min in 1 L containers (500–800 g 
of powder with 4 ceramic balls of ~3 cm diameter). After the addition 
of water, the pastes were mixed for 2 min with a 5 cm axial-flow im-
peller at 1600 rotations per minute. This high-shear mixing was fol-
lowed by 1 min of vacuum mixing at 450 rotations per minute to re-
move entrapped air. At lower water-to-binder ratios, a polycarboxylate- 
based superplasticizer was used when necessary to obtain sufficient 

workability for casting. At higher water-to-binder ratios for some bin-
ders requiring less mixing water, bleeding was prevented by adding a 
waiting time between the high-shear and vacuum mixing steps (e.g., 1 h 
for 20%FA system at w/b = 0.4). Although this approach may be 
detrimental for early-age hydration, it was found to be the best way to 
obtain pastes with water porosities higher than the limit imposed by 
bleeding. After mixing, pastes were cast in cylindrical polypropylene 
moulds of 33 mm diameter, which remained sealed for the first 20 h 
before demoulding. They were then water-cured for 28 days in slightly 
larger containers to limit volumes of curing water. A sacrificial, finely- 
ground specimen of the same batch was also added to each container to 

Table 1 
The chemical composition (mass %) of cements and SCMs used in this study (LOI is the Loss Of Ignition).             

Material Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 SO3 K2O CaO TiO2 Fe2O3 LOI  

CEM I  0.4  1.1  5.4  20.7  2.9  0.7  65.0  0.2  1.9  1.8 
WPC  0.2  0.5  2.1  24.4  2.1  0.1  67.8  0.1  0.3  1.1 
CEM III/A  0.4  4.3  7.2  27.5  4.2  0.8  52.9  0.5  1.2  0.6 
Fly ash  0.8  1.3  23.5  57.3  0.2  2.5  2.3  1.3  6.7  3.5 
Calcined clay  0.1  0.0  36.7  56.1  0.1  0.2  0.2  2.4  3.4  0.5 
Limestone  0.1  0.2  0.0  0.1  0.0  0.0  56.2  0.0  0.0  43.4 
Glass powder  13.2  0.9  1.6  70.8  0.1  0.6  10.7  0.0  0.3  1.1 

Fig. 3. (a) The mini-migration setup for accelerated migration of chlorides from 
the upstream reservoir to the downstream reservoir, through a cement paste 
specimen of 33 mm diameter and 10 mm thickness. (b) The mass of chlorides in 
the downstream reservoir as a function of time, as obtained for the OPC system 
at w/b = 0.5 from AgNO3 titration of 5 mL solutions sampled periodically 
(following an initial breakthrough time t0, a constant migration regime is ob-
tained until the change of concentration in the reservoirs becomes non-negli-
gible, e.g., after ~14 days in this figure). 
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protect the sample from leaching and to approach the curing of speci-
mens in their own pore solutions. 

2.3. The mini-migration setup for pastes 

As shown in Fig. 3a, mini-migration experimental setups were fab-
ricated following a similar design as the chloride migration setup de-
veloped by Marchand et al. [52]. However, the two approaches differ by 
their size. Dimensions of setups in this study are ~1/30 those of the 
concrete-scale migration setups. Downscaling the setup dimensions en-
abled easier testing at the scale of the cement paste, using disc specimens 
of 33 mm diameter by 10 mm thickness with reservoirs of about 125 mL. 

After cutting and polishing surfaces, the cylindrical surface of speci-
mens was coated with silicon, which was also used to mount the sample 
on a plastic ring. After coating, the mounted samples were immersed for 
48 h in a 0.3 M NaOH solution under slight vacuum. The inner diameter 
of the plastic ring is 30 mm (slightly smaller than the sample to avoid 
leaks) and the ring is held between the two reservoirs with screws and 
rubber seals. The upstream reservoir is filled with a solution of 0.5 M 
NaCl and 0.3 M NaOH, whereas to the downstream reservoir contains a 
0.3 M NaOH solution to limit leaching of alkalis. During the period of the 
test, a fixed voltage was applied with a benchtop direct current generator 
to force chlorides through the specimen towards the downstream re-
servoir. The voltage was adjusted for each binder type (e.g., 5 V for OPC 
systems) in order to reach an initial migration current between 10 and 
20 mA. This current resulted in tests of adequate duration (2–3 weeks) 
and was compatible with the logging instrument (Squirrel Data Logger, 
Grant Instruments) which continuously monitored the migration current 
during the test. In addition, the electrical potential between reservoirs 
was measured regularly with a handheld multimeter. 

The flow of chlorides through the specimen was then measured by 
sampling the downstream reservoir every 2–4 days. The chloride con-
centration was titrated with a TitroLine® 5000 using a 0.05 M AgNO3 

solution. Fig. 3b shows a typical result of the chloride mass in the 
downstream reservoir as a function of time (for the OPC system at w/ 
b = 0.5). At the beginning of the test, the chloride front progressively 
penetrates through the depth of the specimen, saturating on the way the 
binding capacity of the cement paste (both in terms of chemical and 
physical binding). The breakthrough time t0 is the moment where 
chlorides begin exiting the sample into the downstream reservoir, 
which is a complex function of experimental parameters, transport 
properties and chloride binding capacity. The flow of chloride through 
the specimen is then stable during the constant migration regime the 
duration of which depends on the chloride flow (a higher flow leads to a 
shorter constant migration regime). Nevertheless, after some time (e.g., 
14 days in Fig. 3b), concentrations and conditions change sufficiently 
that the flow of chloride is no longer constant. 

By considering the chloride flow during the constant migration re-
gime, the effective chloride diffusion coefficient, Deff, can be estimated 
using an analytic approach based on the Nernst-Planck equation [55] 
for transport processes in solution: 

= + +J D c
x

c z F
RT

U
x

c
ln y

x
( )

i e i e
i

i
i

i
i

, ,
(2) 

where the flux Ji, e of species i is function of the diffusion coefficient Di, e 

and contributions from three terms related to diffusion, migration and 
non-ideal diffusion (ci is the concentration, zi the electrical charge, yi 

the activity coefficient, U the electrical potential, F Faraday's number, R 
the gas constant, and T the absolute temperature). 

As proposed by Andrade [46], the equation can be simplified in the 
case of a chloride migration experiment. First, the contribution of dif-
fusion is neglected compared to the electro-migration flux. In addition, 
since the samples are considered fully-saturated, advection is also ne-
glected. Second, the constant migration regime is considered quasi 
steady-state: the flux of chloride is constant (i.e., the concentration in 

the downstream reservoir is increasing linearly after breakthrough, see  
Fig. 3b) and the variation of concentration in the upstream reservoir is 
neglected. Third, the local electric field between surfaces and ionic 
species in the pore solution (e.g., OH− Cl−, Na+, K+, etc.) is neglected 
compared to the external voltage. In addition, the voltage loss in the 
solution is assumed to be null. With these assumptions, a constant 
electric field through the cement paste can be obtained by dividing the 
voltage (measured near the specimen) by the specimen thickness. Fi-
nally, the influence of non-ideality of the solution is neglected and the 
chemical activities are assumed to be equal to the concentration (as in, 
e.g., NT Build 355 [45]). Considering the above assumption and sim-
plifications, the Nernst-Planck equation can be rewritten as: 

=D J
c

RT
F

l
Eeff

up (3) 

where Deff is the chloride effective diffusion coefficient (after the effects 
of binding have been exhausted), R is the gas constant, T is the tem-
perature [K], F is the Faraday constant, l is the specimen thickness [m], 
cup is the chloride concentration in the upstream reservoir [mol/m3], ∆E 
is the voltage drop across the specimen [V], and J is the chloride flux 
through the specimen [mol/m2s]. Experimentally, J can be determined 
from the slope mCl [g/s] of the chloride mass in the downstream re-
servoir as a function of time: 

= =J c V
tA

m
M A

down down Cl

Cl (4) 

where ∆cdown is the variation of the chloride concentration in the 
downstream reservoir [mol/m3] per time interval ∆t [s], Vdown is the 
volume of the downstream reservoir [m3], A is the specimen surface 
area [m2], and MCl− is the molar mass of chlorine [g/mol]. 

2.4. Complementary characterisation of the cement pastes 

The water porosity, ϕ, was estimated from the relative volume of 
water that can be removed by freeze drying, similarly as in [51]. This 
method was preferred to the approach of drying and resaturation under 
vacuum, because our water-cured specimens were already as close as 
possible to complete saturation (they were never dried) and to avoid 
artefacts due to pore collapse and microcracking during the drying of 
cement pastes. For each system, 3 slices of 33 mm diameter and ~2 mm 
thickness were cut (under water), weighted in a saturated surface dry 
condition, and their dimensions precisely measured with a calliper. 
Water was removed by freeze-drying with a 10 min immersion in liquid 
nitrogen followed by 48 h in the freeze dryer under a vacuum of 
~0.08 mbar. The dried samples were reweighted and then the water 
porosity was calculated by mass loss difference. This water porosity is 
expected to be higher than the porosity measured by MIP, as the latter 
does not include the very fine pores [56]. 

The bulk resistivity, ρb, of the cement pastes was directly measured 
with a method adapted from ASTM C1876 [22] for cement pastes cured 
in their own pore solution. After calibration, a Giatec RCON2 instru-
ment was used at 1 kHz on cylindrical cement paste specimens of 
33 mm diameter by ~50 mm length, using smaller electrodes fabricated 
as downscaled replicates of the RCON2 electrodes for concrete. The bulk 
conductivity, σb, is the inverse of the bulk resistivity σb = 1/ρb. 

The conductivity of the pore solutions, σ0, was directly measured 
with a Mettler Toledo conductivity probe (after calibration with a 
1413 μS/cm standard solution). The pore solutions were obtained by 
extraction from cement paste samples using an experimental setup si-
milar to that proposed by Barneyback and Diamond [57]. A loading 
ramp of 5 min was used to reach a stress of 570 MPa and the pressure 
was kept up to 10 min (depending on w/b, to obtain at least 3 mL of 
pore solution). 

The critical pore entry radius, rcrit, was obtained from the maximum 
of the derivative of the pore entry radius distribution obtained by 
mercury intrusion porosimetry. After drying by solvent exchange (more 
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than 7 days in isopropanol with 3 solvent renewals), about 1 g of a 
cement paste sample was placed into the dilatometer (5 pieces with a 
thickness of ~2 mm). The pore entry radius distributions were obtained 
by combining results from Pascal 140 and Pascal 440 instruments (up to 
a pressure of 400 MPa), assuming a contact angle of 140°. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Diffusion coefficients from mini-migration 

Fig. 4 shows chloride effective diffusion coefficients, Deff, measured 
with the mini-migration test at the ages of 28 days and 7 months for the 
18 systems of interest (6 binder types at 3 different w/b). As expected, an 
increase of Deff was observed for each binder type with the increase of w/ 
b. More interestingly, for each w/b, a significant reduction of Deff was 
observed for all types of blended-cement systems compared to OPC & 
WPC systems. Fig. 4 also presents Deff measured on samples at w/b = 0.4 
after 7 months of curing, which shows non-negligible reductions of Deff 

compared to measurements at 28 days (notably for 20%FA and 20%GP 
systems which clearly had not developed their full potential at 28 days). 

Among all the tested systems, the LC3-50 systems stand out as they 
reach rapidly the lowest Deff values. At 28 days, values at w/b = 0.5 are 
in the same range as the other blended-cement systems at w/b = 0.3. 
This difference tends to diminish with longer curing time, as systems 
like 20%GP catch up after 7 months. Fig. 4 not only enables the com-
parison of new types of binders,the measured Deff values can also be 
used as inputs for transport modelling and for further investigation of 
mechanisms. The interpretation and understanding of the particula-
rities of each system require complementary characterisation. 

3.2. Range of microstructural characteristics of the investigated binders 

The investigated blended-cement binders were chosen with the aim 
to find general relationships between Deff and microstructure features. 
Conventional and alternative supplementary cementitious materials 
were chosen to cover a wide range of properties in terms of porosity, 
pore solution conductivity and bulk conductivity. 

As shown in Fig. 5a, microstructures of pastes at w/b = 0.3, 0.4 & 0.5 
have water porosities ranging from ~20% to ~45% (as measured by 
freeze-drying, see Materials and methods). In general, the variation of w/b 
had a larger impact on the water porosity than the type of binder (for the 
same w/b). On the contrary, the binder type had a greater influence than 
w/b on the conductivity of the pore solution (σ0), as also shown in Fig. 5a. 
The pore solution of WPC and LC3-50 systems have much lower alkali and 
hydroxyl contents (i.e., lower conductivity) compared to the other sys-
tems. WPC clinker have a naturally low alkali content (see Table 1), and 

the LC3-50 mix contains only 50% of clinker with alkalis and those are 
likely to be bound to a higher degree by C-(A-)S-H with a lower Ca/Si ratio 
[58,59]. Furthermore, a decrease of pore solution conductivity was ob-
served with the increase of w/b, which was explained by dilution: for a 
similar hydration degree, the alkalis released in the pore solution are si-
milar but the pore solution volume is higher for higher w/b. Overall, the 
measured pore solution conductivity for OPC and CEMIII/A systems are in 
a range similar to previously reported values by other authors [60]. 

Fig. 5b shows the same systems in the axes of pore solution con-
ductivity (σ0) vs. bulk conductivity (σb = 1/ρb, i.e., the inverse of bulk 
resistivity). As the bulk conductivity of the paste depends on the con-
ductivity of the pore solution, those parameters may be expected to be 
correlated, as seen with “conventional” blended-cement systems. For 
each w/b, the OPC system (high σ0, high σb) and the LC3-50 system (low 
σ0, low σb) are endpoints of the correlation, with 20%FA and CEMIII/A 
systems agreeing to some extent with the expected trend. However, 
WPC and 20%GP systems do not align with the other systems in terms 
of relationship between bulk conductivity and pore solution con-
ductivity (low σ0, high σb for WPC; high σ0, low σb for 20%GP), which 
broadens the range of values covered. The contribution of other para-
meters influencing bulk conductivity are further investigated below 
(e.g., effects of binders on the pore network). 

3.3. Binder-specific correlations between the effective diffusion coefficient, 
the pore network and the pore solution 

To explore possible correlations between effective chloride diffusion 
coefficients and microstructure parameters, Fig. 6a shows Deff as a function 
of the water porosity. For each binder type, the increase of w/b leads to the 
increase of both the porosity and Deff. This expected result can be explained 
by the increase of the water porosity, which leads to wider paths for chloride 
flow. However, there is no general relationship between the water porosity 
and Deff when considering different types of binder, as also previously ob-
served with other chloride ingress tests [16,31,61]. This result indicates that 
the binder type has more impact on Deff than the water porosity. 

Fig. 6b illustrates the effects of the pore network by showing Deff as 
a function of the critical pore entry radius, as determined by MIP. Be-
cause MIP is a time-consuming method, the dataset was limited to 3 
binder types. This was sufficient to illustrate that the critical pore entry 
radius cannot be directly linked to the variation of Deff for different 
binder types at the same w/b (as in [16]). Similar Deff were obtained for 
OPC and WPC systems, although the critical pore entry radius of the 
latter was about 50% higher. 

Fig. 6c suggests that the pore solution conductivity is unrelated to 
Deff, when comparing all the investigated binders. For example, the 
same Deff ≈ 0.3 × 10−12 m2/s can be obtained with σ0 = 5–20 S/m. 

Fig. 4. Effective chloride diffusion coefficients, Deff, measured from chloride flows in mini-migration tests on blended-cement pastes at different water-to-binder 
ratios. The error bars illustrate the standard deviation between replicates. 
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Moreover, the trend for each binder appears counterintuitive: a higher 
pore solution conductivity is the indication of a higher ionic con-
centration in the pore solution (mainly alkalis and hydroxyls) that 
would be expected to facilitate chloride ingress through ionic exchange 
with hydroxyls. However, lower Deff values obtained for systems with 
higher pore solution conductivites indicates that the effects of the pore 
network (i.e., lower w/b) dominate the effects of pore solution con-
ductivity on chloride effective diffusion. 

3.4. General correlation between the effective diffusion coefficient and the 
bulk conductivity 

While there was no simple correlation between the effective 
chloride diffusion and the water porosity or the pore solution con-
ductivity, a general relationship was observed between Deff and the bulk 
conductivity, as shown in Fig. 7a. Notably, the correlation between 
these parameters is quite strong with R2 = 0.83, with a trendline 
crossing the origin (without forcing any intercept value). 

The value of the OPC system at w/b = 0.5 is considered an outlier. 

Fig. 5. The investigated systems cover a wide range of properties in terms of 
pore solution conductivity vs. (a) water porosity and (b) bulk conductivity. 

(caption on next page) 
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The points falling below the trendline can be explained by the evolving 
microstructure of blended-cement systems during the mini-migration 
test at 28 days (e.g., 20%FA or 20%GP). The bulk conductivity is an 
instantaneous measurement at 28 days. However, the mini-migration 
lasts ~14 days during which SCMs continue to react, leading to the 
measurement of Deff values lower than those exactly at 28 days. This 

observation is supported by 7-month results which are much closer to 
the trendline (see markers with black contour in Fig. 7a), because the 
microstructure is no longer evolving significantly between the two tests. 

The evolution of the microstructure during the mini-migration test 
is further supported by Fig. 7b, where each bulk conductivity* value is 
the average between 28-day and 91-day results (bulk conductivity was 
not measured in between). The correlation in Fig. 7b is even better with 
R2 = 0.90, as slowly reacting blended-cement systems join the other 
systems on the same trendline. These two tests may be used as in-
dicators of the effective chloride diffusion in cement pastes. However, 
the mini-migration has the advantage of providing a diffusion coeffi-
cient, which is required for chloride transport modelling. 

Bulk conductivity (or bulk resistivity) has been previously corre-
lated with other chloride ingress indicators evaluating transient re-
gimes, such as the rapid-chloride permeability test or the bulk diffusion 
test. Nevertheless, the correlations of Fig. 7 confirm that the diffusion 
measured by mini-migration is not influenced by chloride binding 
(there is no chlorides involved in bulk conductivity measurement). 
Furthermore, they stress the importance of testing chloride ingress at 
later age because of the microstructure evolution after 28 days for 
slowly reacting blended-cement systems. 

3.5. Relationships between the effective diffusion coefficient, the formation 
factor and the pore connectivity parameter 

As described previously with Eq. (1), the bulk conductivity can be 
combined with other measurements to describe the structure of the 
porous network with parameters such as the formation factor F or the 
pore connectivity parameter β. As shown in Fig. 8a and b, the WPC 
pastes clearly fall off the trend shown by the other samples, which 
limits any general relationship between Deff and the formation factor or 
the pore connectivity parameter. Fig. 8c further illustrates the parti-
cularity of the WPC systems, which have a similar range of water 
porosity as the other systems, but much higher pore connectivity values 
(although Deff is in the same range as that of OPC pastes). This ob-
servation with WPC is of great importance as it confirms that the 
structure of the porous network is not sufficient to predict diffusion, 
and that the properties of pore solution have to be taken into account. 

3.6. Discussion on key parameters affecting the effective diffusion 
coefficient 

The comparison of a wide range of blended-cement systems at dif-
ferent w/b provides a better overview of the influence of different 
parameters on the effective chloride diffusion coefficient:  

• Firstly, for a specific binder type, a lower water porosity (i.e., lower 
w/b) leads to a lower Deff value (see Fig. 6a); 

• Secondly, lower values of the pore connectivity parameter corre-
spond to lower Deff values. For example, OPC and 20%GP systems at 
the same w/b have similar pore solution conductivities (see Fig. 6c) 
but the 20%GP system has significantly lower values of the pore 
connectivity parameter and Deff (see Fig. 8b).  

• Thirdly, a lower pore solution conductivity generally leads to a 
lower Deff value, as illustrated by comparing 20%GP and LC3-50 
systems at w/b = 0.4: both systems have a similar water porosity 
and pore connectivity parameter (see Fig. 8c), but the LC3-50 system 
has a much lower pore solution conductivity and Deff (see Fig. 6c). 

The bulk conductivity and Deff measurements depend on the com-
bination of these three parameters, whereas the relative importance of 
each parameter vary from one system to the other. For this reason, it is 
of interest to decouple the different effects as illustrated by the diverse 
set of samples of this study. For example, OPC and WPC systems have 
similar ranges of Deff although the relative importance of each para-
meter is different. WPC pastes have very high pore connectivity 

Fig. 6. Effective diffusion coefficient, Deff, as a function of (a) water porosity, 
(b) critical pore entry radius, and (c) pore solution conductivity, showing 
binder-specific correlations between Deff and w/b, but no general relationship 
including all the binder types (e.g., the same Deff ≈ 0.3 × 10−12 m2/s can be 
obtained with σ0 = 5–20 S/m). 

Fig. 7. General relationships between the effective diffusion coefficient, Deff, 
and (a) the bulk conductivity at 28 days or (b) the adjusted bulk conductivity* 
(the average between 28-day and 91-day results), which considers micro-
structure changes occurring during the mini-migration test. 
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parameters compared to OPC pastes (which should result in high Deff 

values). Nevertheless, the pore solution conductivity of WPC systems is 
very low compared to that of OPC systems, which seems to compensate 
the higher pore connectivity values and to lead to Deff values in the 
same range as those of OPC systems. 

In addition, decoupling the different parameters explains the very 
low Deff values for LC3-50 systems. These systems have both the lowest 
pore solution conductivity and the lowest pore connectivity values of all 
investigated systems! These results further indicate that the relative 
impact of the water porosity (i.e. w/b) is very small compared to that of 
the other two parameters, as the LC3-50 paste at w/b = 0.5 performs 
better than almost all investigated systems at lower w/b. The low 
conductivity of the pore solution can be explained by the reduced 
clinker content and the alkali binding in C-A-S-H with low Ca/Si. 
However, understanding the true physical meaning of the pore con-
nectivity parameter in blended-systems is more complex as several 
mechanisms are aggregated in this parameter (e.g., disconnected por-
osity, effective w/b, surface interactions, and more). Although it is be-
yond the scope of this paper, an ongoing research further investigates 
these mechanisms. 

Overall, most blended-cement systems behave similarly by reducing 
both the pore solution conductivity and the pore connectivity para-
meter values to different extents. The 20%GP systems are counter-ex-
amples. The dissolution of glass powder releases Na+ ions and pore 
solution conductivities are similar or higher than those of OPC systems 
(as in [27]). Nevertheless, the very low Deff measured for the 20%GP 
system after 7 months of curing indicates that the impact of the pore 
connectivity parameter on effective diffusion can be greater than that of 
any other parameter (at least for the investigated range of binders). 

4. Conclusion 

This study investigates chloride ingress at the scale of the ce-
mentitious binder with the mini-migration method (without concrete- 
scale effects and chloride binding, during a constant migration regime). 
A wide range of blended-cement pastes was investigated at w/b = 0.3, 
0.4 & 0.5 to explore relationships between effective chloride diffusion 
coefficients (Deff) and microstructure features (e.g., pore structure and 
pore solution). The wide selection of systems turned out to be critical, 
not only to avoid conclusions based on incomplete datasets, but also to 
reveal how each binder type resists chloride ingress by a different 
combination of mechanisms. The main findings can be summarized as 
follows:  

• A general relationship was obtained between the effective chloride 
diffusion coefficient Deff (measured by mini-migration) and the bulk 
conductivity σb. Both parameters can characterize the effective in-
gress of chloride (without effects of chloride binding), but Deff has 
the advantage of being an input for chloride transport modelling.  

• No simple relationship exists between Deff and the formation factor F 
or the pore connectivity parameter β. The pore solution conductivity 
plays a significant role in diffusion. Therefore, bulk conductivity 
measurements should not be normalized by the pore solution con-
ductivity.  

• Chloride ingress was correlated with w/b for each binder, but the 
type of binder had a greater impact on Deff because of its effect on 
the pore solution and on the pore network (different binders were 
also found to exhibit similar Deff with very different microstructures, 
e.g., Portland and white Portland cements).  

• The incorporation of supplementary cementitious materials in 
blended-cements pastes increased the resistance to chloride ingress 

Fig. 8. Effective diffusion coefficient, Deff, as a function of (a) inverse formation 
factor and (b) pore connectivity parameter; (c) water porosity vs. pore con-
nectivity parameter. 
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by reducing the pore connectivity parameter and/or the pore solu-
tion conductivity. 

Overall, this study demonstrates that the mini-migration method is a 
powerful tool to understand transport properties and governing me-
chanisms at the scale of the binder and to develop novel ultra-durable 
binders. 

The full potential of the method remains to be explored, as the 
method not only enables characterisation of the exact same cement 
paste before the mini-migration (e.g., porosity by MIP, phase assem-
blage by XRD, bulk conductivity, pore solution conductivity, etc.), but 
also during and after the mini-migration (e.g., chemical chloride 
binding by XRD, chloride profiles by μXRF, phase profiles by SEM-EDX/ 
edxia [54], etc.). This comprehensive material characterisation at dif-
ferent stages of mini-migration experiments provides inputs and vali-
dations for reactive transport modelling of chloride ingress in novel 
cementitious systems. Ongoing research aims to gather comprehensive 
datasets for specific mixes to be used for benchmarking reactive 
transport modelling approaches, to develop a reactive transport model 
using such data, and to investigate the very-low pore connectivity 
measured in this study for cement pastes incorporating 20% glass 
powder and for limestone calcined clay cement pastes. 
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